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Tom never sees his daughter

Withhout Tom
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“I’m raising Suri my way”

Boyfriend Jamie Foxx



Blake & Gwen

RATINGS 
GOLD!

Last fall, viewers tuned in each 
week to witness Blake Shelton and week to witness Blake Shelton and 
Gwen Stefani’s love blossom as they Gwen Stefani’s love blossom as they 
costarred on The Voice — but now costarred on The Voice — but now 
that Gwen’s stint on the show is over, that Gwen’s stint on the show is over, 
TV execs are pondering giving them TV execs are pondering giving them 
their very own spin-o�! “There are a their very own spin-o�! “There are a 
bunch of ideas in the works to give the bunch of ideas in the works to give the 
two of them a variety-type show,” an two of them a variety-type show,” an 
NBC source reveals. “There’s no doubt NBC source reveals. “There’s no doubt 
about their chemistry, and they’re also about their chemistry, and they’re also 
very in sync when it comes to finding very in sync when it comes to finding 
talent.” And though the country star, talent.” And though the country star, 
40, is still on the upcoming season of 40, is still on the upcoming season of 
the singing competition, being able to the singing competition, being able to 
spend more time with Gwen, 46, is a spend more time with Gwen, 46, is a 
huge incentive for him to switch gears. huge incentive for him to switch gears. 
“Nothing’s definite,” the source notes. “Nothing’s definite,” the source notes. 
“But this won’t be the last we see of “But this won’t be the last we see of 
Gwen and Blake on the small screen.”Gwen and Blake on the small screen.”

A�er years of staying tight-lipped A�er years of staying tight-lipped 
about her personal life, Kristen about her personal life, Kristen 

Stewart has finally opened up, Stewart has finally opened up, 
declaring she’s “really in love” with declaring she’s “really in love” with 
on-again girlfriend Alicia Cargile. on-again girlfriend Alicia Cargile. 
And though they’ve had a rocky And though they’ve had a rocky 
road — the pair dated for a year road — the pair dated for a year 
and then broke up in October and then broke up in October 
before reconciling a few months before reconciling a few months 
ago — a source says that a�er they ago — a source says that a�er they 
reunited, Kristen, 26, told Alicia, reunited, Kristen, 26, told Alicia, 
29, she wanted to marry her! They 29, she wanted to marry her! They 
have yet to set a date, but “they’ve have yet to set a date, but “they’ve 
been hashing out the details ever been hashing out the details ever 
since,” the source says. “They since,” the source says. “They 

know want to have a small, know want to have a small, 
outdoor ceremony, outdoor ceremony, 
probably somewhere probably somewhere 

north of L.A. like Santa Barbara or north of L.A. like Santa Barbara or 
Big Sur, with a bohemian feel. Big Sur, with a bohemian feel. 
They want it to be romantic but They want it to be romantic but 
nontraditional.” We’re betting nontraditional.” We’re betting 
on KStew rocking a pair of her on KStew rocking a pair of her 
signature Converse!signature Converse!

KStewKStew GETTING�HITCHED
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A
s one of the only leads confirmed 

for the Ocean’s Eleven remake, for the Ocean’s Eleven remake, 

Sandra Bullock is trying to land Sandra Bullock is trying to land 

her friends roles — but according to an her friends roles — but according to an 

insider, her eagerness to bring aboard insider, her eagerness to bring aboard 

Speed costar and old pal Keanu Reeves Speed costar and old pal Keanu Reeves 

isn’t sitting well with her boyfriend, isn’t sitting well with her boyfriend, 

Bryan Randall. “Bryan’s insecure about Bryan Randall. “Bryan’s insecure about 

Keanu,” says the insider. “He’s met him Keanu,” says the insider. “He’s met him 

a few times and has seen his connection a few times and has seen his connection 

with Sandra. The last thing he wants with Sandra. The last thing he wants 

is for them to be cozying up together is for them to be cozying up together 

on a movie set again.” And though the on a movie set again.” And though the 

actress, 52, has assured Bryan that she actress, 52, has assured Bryan that she 

and Keanu have never been romantic, and Keanu have never been romantic, 

the photographer, 50, is still worried. the photographer, 50, is still worried. 

“Bryan wants Sandy to choose another “Bryan wants Sandy to choose another 

leading man,” the insider reveals, “but leading man,” the insider reveals, “but 

she says he’s being ridiculous.”she says he’s being ridiculous.”Sandra & Bryan

CLASHING
OVER�KEANU
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“Kristen 

feels sure 

now that she’s 

found the love 

of her life,” a 

source says.

An insider 

says Bryan is 

“intimidated” 

by Keanu and 

Sandy’s closeness.

“They really love 

being on TV 

together,” says  

a source.
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MADONNA
In 1978, you could 

find her at a Times 
Square Dunkin’ 

Donuts. 

NICKI�MINAJ
The rapper was fired 

from Red Lobster 
a�er flipping o� a 

customer.

GWEN�STEFANI
By the time she 

le� Dairy Queen, 
Gwen couldn’t fit 
into her uniform. 

BARACK�OBAMA
You think  

POTUS still has 
Baskin-Robbins 
on his resume?

PINK
The singer is an 

alum of Wendy’s, 
Pizza Hut and 

McDonald’s! 

Kanye’s 

Retail Roots

One look at Kanye West’s 
Yeezy collection of dystopian 

outerwear and Spandex, and you’d 
never guess the self-obsessed 
style maverick got his start as a 
sales associate at The Gap. He 
recently said he aspires to be 
the Steve Jobs of the retail 

giant. Whatever that 
means.

Mascot 

MadnessMadness

Believe it or not, Believe it or not, 

there was once a time there was once a time 

when Megan Fox and when Megan Fox and 

Brad Pitt — two ridiculously Brad Pitt — two ridiculously 

attractive celebs — were paid attractive celebs — were paid 

to cover up. Brad’s first L.A. to cover up. Brad’s first L.A. 

job was handing out flyers for job was handing out flyers for 

El Pollo Loco in a full-on chicken El Pollo Loco in a full-on chicken 

costume, while Megan dressed costume, while Megan dressed 

as a banana to lure customers to as a banana to lure customers to 

a smoothie shop. We’re guessing a smoothie shop. We’re guessing 

profitsprofitsprofits would’ve would’ve

beenbeenbeen higher higher

withoutwithoutwithout the the

onesies.onesies.onesies.

Johnny’s 

Big Sell

Johnny Depp didn’t 
exactly excel at one 
of his first gigs. As a 

telemarketer, he had to 
hawk pens in bulk with 
false promises of prize 

trips to Tahiti. But a�er his 
first sale, he felt so bad he 
talked his customer out of 

it. “It was just awful,” he 
admitted. “But I think that 
was the first experience I 

had with acting.’’
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